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8/31/2020 Justin Nim 1 Validation
The phone number valadation for the 
website does not work correctly TBA issues

[Justin Nim 08/31/2020] 
The issue with this is that 
it does not validate 
phone numbers correctly

8/31/2020 Adrian Flores 2 Linking "Learn More" leads nowhere TBA Page

[Adrian Flores 
08/31/2020] Clicking the 
"Learn More" Button 
sends you to a page that 
displays the message: 
"no Route matched with 
those values"

8/31/2020 Adrian Flores 3 Missing Media Videos not Linked TBA
Videos Space 
Blank

[Adrian Flores 
08/31/2020] Under the 
tutorial page, the videos 
meant to show the 
tutorials are missing

8/31/2020 Mark Kalaiji 4 Security No secure sign-up/login TBA Not Secure 

[Mark Kalaiji 
08/31/2020] 
Signing up as a 
new user 
or logging in
is not encrypted

8/31/2020 Mark Kalaiji 5 Privacy Policy
No privacy policy related to 
PaveXpress TBA

No Privacy 
Policy

[Mark Kalaiji
08/31/2020]
Websites privacy
policy is linked 
to another
companies

9/1/2020 Justin Nim 6 Redundancy The website has a lot redundant links TBA Redundancy

[Justin Nim 09/1/2020] 
The website has alot of 
redundancy

9/1/2020 Adrian Flores 7 Unclear Range Unclear what a correct field range is TBA Field

[Adrian Flores 9/01/2020] 
In the Analysis Options 
section of the Calculate 
Life Cycle Cost, the 
"Beginning Year of 
Analysis Period" field 
doesn't seem to accept 
any range of numbers.

9/1/2020 Adrian Flores 8 Login Pop-Up Asks to Login despite being logged in TBA Login 

[Adrian Flores 9/01/2020] 
After you login and click 
the home button, the 
option to login and sign 
up are still there, despite 
being signed in. If you 
click on "Login" it will 
take you to your project 
page (since you are 
signed in) but it will still 
have a login pop up.

9/1/2020 Adrian Flores 9 Creation Time
Displays the date of project creation 
inccorectly TBA Date Created

[Adrian Flores 9/01/2020] 
Displays that the project 
was created on the 2nd 
of September despite 
creating on the first. 
Might use Eastern Time 
by default.

9/1/2020 Christian Esqueda 10 Layout Impractical layout for sessions TBA Tutorials

[Christian Esqueda 
9/01/2020] The sessions 
links have excessive line 
break space between 
them. This hides the 
remaining session links 
after session 1.

#gid=1929723058&range=A1
#rangeid=1119437307
#rangeid=190043601
#rangeid=190043601
#rangeid=1737386301
#rangeid=943207453
#rangeid=943207453
#gid=1929723058&range=B83
#rangeid=383315146
#rangeid=728134815
#rangeid=840266419
#gid=1929723058&range=C200


9/1/2020 Christian Esqueda 11 Linking
"Terms of Service" doesn't lead 
anywhere on Beta website TBA

Terms of 
Service

[Christian Esqueda 
9/01/2020] The Terms of 
Service like doesn't lead 
to anywhere.

9/2/20 Christopher Ortega 12 Layout
Impractical layout for value input on 
Scenario creation TBA

Scenario 
Creation

[Christopher Ortega 
9/02/20]There is no 
collective value chart for 
the values you've already 
input

9/2/20 Christopher Ortega 13 Layout
No "Save and Close" button on 
Scenario Creation TBA

Scenario 
Creation

[Christopher Ortega 
9/02/20]The "save and 
close" button only 
appears on the last page 
of the scenario creation

9/4/2020 Mehran mazari 14 lack of map base location high TBA

9/4/2020 Mehran mazari 15
Tool tip short explanation of what the 
field of data does high TBA

9/4/2020 Mehran mazari 16 Make an easier reading graphs easier high TBA

9/5/2020 Bryan Chu 17 Functionality Clicking project name does not open it TBA Functionality

[Bryan Chu 09/05/20]
Clicking the name of 
project tries to rename it 
instead of opening the 
project

9/9/2020 Kayleen Ponce 18 Sign In
Incorecct password error message 
(Beta) TBA

[Kayleen Ponce 
09/09/2020] (Beta 
Version) While loging in, 
if putting in the wrong 
password it only tells you 
1 time that you put it in 
incorrectly. After that it 
does not do anything just 
stays on the login page. 
Might want to add a error 
message stating 
incorrect password 

9/25/2020 Mehran mazari 19 Request
Would like to make it more interactive 
and like a survey TBA

#gid=1929723058&range=C228
#gid=1929723058&range=C228
#gid=1929723058&range=B254
#gid=1929723058&range=B254
#gid=1929723058&range=B281
#gid=1929723058&range=B281
#rangeid=567102648

